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Abstract
We study and solve the problem of classical channel simulation with quantum side infor-
mation at the receiver. This is a generalization of both the classical reverse Shannon theorem,
and the classical-quantum Slepian-Wolf problem. The optimal noiseless communication rate
is found to be reduced from the mutual information between the channel input and output by
the Holevo information between the channel output and the quantum side information.
Our main theorem has two important corollaries. The first is a quantum generalization of
the Wyner-Ziv problem: rate-distortion theory with quantum side information. The second is
an alternative proof of the trade-off between classical communication and common randomness
distilled from a quantum state.
The fully quantum generalization of the problem considered is quantum state redistribution.
Here the sender and receiver share a mixed quantum state and the sender wants to transfer
part of her state to the receiver using entanglement and quantum communication. We present
outer and inner bounds on the achievable rate pairs.
1 Introduction
In his seminal 1948 paper [24] Shannon introduced the problem of data compression. He found
that a memoryless source consisting of a large number n of symbols generated according to a
probability distribution p can be compressed without loss at a rate of H(p) bits per symbol, where
H(p) is the Shannon entropy of p. This result can be rephrased as a communication problem.
The sender Alice wants to communicate her source to the receiver Bob. Equivalently, she wants to
simulate a noiseless bit channel (which we denote by id) from her to Bob with respect to the input
p. She can accomplish this task by using up a rate H(p) of perfect bit channels (which we denote
by [c → c]) from her to Bob. The protocol consists of Alice sending the compressed source and
Bob performing decompression upon receipt. The existence of such a protocol may be succinctly
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Figure 1: The relation of our results to prior work.
expressed as a resource inequality [10, 15, 11]
H(p) [c→ c] ≥ 〈id : p〉.
The non-local resource on the left hand side can be composed with local pre- and post-processing
to simulate the non-local resource on the right hand side.
With this viewpoint in mind, Shannon’s result was generalized some 50 years later to simulating
noisy channels. The latter result was dubbed the reverse Shannon theorem [5, 27], referring to
Shannon’s noisy channel coding theorem [24]. One may well ask why one should be interested in
simulating noise. The reason is a saving in resources: part of the classical communication [c → c]
can be replaced by shared coins or “common randomness” (denoted by [c c]). Common randomness
is a strictly weaker resource than classical communication because Alice can flip her coin locally
and send the outcome to Bob. The reverse Shannon theorem is intimately related [27] to lossy
compression, or rate-distortion theory [6], where the communication rate is traded off against a
suitably defined distortion level of the data. More generally, the reverse Shannon theorem is a
useful tool for effecting trade-offs between resources [18, 4] .
Another generalization of Shannon’s result, introduced by Slepian and Wolf [25], is to give Bob
side information about source. The case of quantum side information was considered in [14].
In this paper we combine the two ideas of making the channel noisy and allowing quantum
side information with the receiver. We also analyze several consequences for trade-offs. The first
is rate-distortion theory with quantum side information paralleling the classical work of Wyner
and Ziv [29]. The second is an alternative derivation of a result from [15] concerning distillation
of common randomness from a bipartite quantum state with the assistance of one-way classical
communication. The various implications of our result are shown in Figure 1.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notation and give some
background. Section 3 contains our main result, Theorem 3.1, together with its proof. Section 4
discusses consequences of Theorem 3.1. In section 5 we find outer and inner bounds for a fully
quantum version of our problem. Section 6 concludes with a discussion and proposed future work.
2
2 Notation
Let us introduce some useful notation for the bipartite classical-quantum systems. The state of a
classical-quantum system XB can be described by an ensemble E = {ρBx , p(x)}, with p(x) defined
on X and the ρBx being density operators on the Hilbert spaceHB of B. Thus, with probability p(x)
the classical index and quantum state take on values x and ρBx , respectively. A useful representation
of classical-quantum systems is obtained by embedding the random variable X in some quantum
system, also labelled by X . Then our ensemble {ρBx , p(x)} corresponds to the density operator
ρXB =
∑
x
p(x)|x〉〈x|X ⊗ ρBx , (1)
where {|x〉 : x ∈ X} is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space HX of X . A classical-quantum
system may, therefore, be viewed as a special case of a quantum one. The von Neumann entropy
of a quantum system A with density operator σA is defined as H(A)σ = −TrσA log σA. The
subscript is often omitted. For a tripartite quantum system ABC in some state σABC define the
conditional von Neumann entropy
H(B|A) = H(AB) −H(A),
quantum mutual information
I(A;B) = H(A) +H(B)−H(AB) = H(B)−H(B|A),
and quantum conditional mutual information
I(A;B|C) = I(A;BC)− I(A;C).
For classical-quantum correlations (1) the von Neumann entropy H(X)ρ is just the Shannon en-
tropy H(X) = −
∑
x p(x) log p(x) of the random variable X . The conditional entropy H(B|X)
equals
∑
x p(x)H(ρ
B
x ). The mutual information I(X ;B) is the Holevo quantity [19] of the ensem-
ble E :
χ(E) = H
(∑
x
p(x)ρx
)
−
∑
x
p(x)H(ρx).
Finally we need to introduce a classical-quantum analogue of a Markov chain. We may define a
classical-quantum Markov chain Y→X→B associated with an ensemble {ρBxy, p(x, y)} for which
ρBxy = ρ
B
x is independent of y. Such an object typically comes about by augmenting the system XB
by the random variable Y (classically) correlated with X via a conditional distribution W (y|x) =
Pr{Y = y|X = x}. This corresponds to the state
ρXYB =
∑
x
p(x)
∑
y
W (y|x)|y〉〈y|Y ⊗ |x〉〈x|X ⊗ ρBx . (2)
Here W (y|x) is the noisy channel and X and Y are input and output random variables. Therefore
the classical-quantum system Y B can be expressed as
ρY B =
∑
y
q(y)|y〉〈y|Y ⊗ ρBy (3)
with q(y) =
∑
x p(x)W (y|x) and ρ
B
y =
∑
x P (x|y)ρ
B
x .
3
3 Channel simulation with quantum side information
Consider a classical-quantum system XB in the state (1) such that the sender Alice possesses the
classical index X and the receiver Bob has the quantum system B. Consider a classical channel
from Alice to Bob given by the conditional probability distribution W . Applying this channel to
the X part of ρXB results in the state ρXYB given by (2). Ideally, we are interested in simulating
the channel W using noiseless communication and common randomness, in the sense that the
simulation produces the state ρXY B. For reasons we will discuss later, we want Alice to also get
a copy Y of the output, so that the final state produced is
ρXY Y B =
∑
x
p(x)
∑
y
W (y|x)|y〉〈y|Y ⊗ |y〉〈y|Y ⊗ |x〉〈x|X ⊗ ρBx . (4)
The systems X and Y are in Alice’s possession, while Bob has B and Y .
As usual in information theory, this task is amenable to analysis when we go to the approximate,
asymptotic i.i.d. (independent, identically distributed) setting. This means that Alice and Bob
share n copies of the classical-quantum system XB, given by the state
ρX
nBn =
∑
xn
pn(xn)|xn〉〈xn|X
n
⊗ ρB
n
xn , (5)
where xn = x1 . . . xn is a sequence in X
n, pn(xn) = p(x1) . . . p(xn), and ρxn = ρx1 ⊗ ρx2 · · · ⊗ ρxn .
They want to simulate the channelWn(yn|xn) =W (y1|x1) . . .W (yn|xn) approximately, with error
approaching zero as n → ∞. They have access to a rate of C bits/copy of common randomness,
which means that they have the same string l picked uniformly at random from the set {0, 1}nC.
In addition, they are allowed a rate of R bits/copy of classical communication, so that Alice may
send an arbitrary string m from the set {0, 1}nR to Bob.
An (n,R,C, ǫ) simulation code consists of
• An encoding stochastic map En : Xn × {0, 1}nC → {0, 1}nR × {0, 1}nS. If the value of the
common randomness is l ∈ {0, 1}nC, Alice encodes her classical message xn as the index ms,
m ∈ {0, 1}nR, s ∈ {0, 1}nS, with probability El(m, s|xn) := En(m, s|xn, l), and only sends m
to Bob;
• A set {Λ(lm)}lm∈{0,1}n(C+R) , where each Λ
(lm) = {Λ
(lm)
s′ }s′∈{0,1}nS is a POVM acting on B
n
and taking on values s′. Bob does not get sent the true value of s and needs to infer it from
the POVM;
• A deterministic decoding map Dn : {0, 1}nC × {0, 1}nR × {0, 1}nS → Yn; this allows Alice
and Bob to produce their respective simulated outputs y˜n = Dl(m, s) := Dn(l,m, s) and
yˆn = Dl(m, s
′), based on l, m and s (in Bob’s case s′);
such that
‖(ρXY Y B)⊗n − σX
nYˆ nY˜ nBˆn‖1 ≤ ǫ. (6)
Here the state σX
nYˆ nY˜ nBˆn denotes the result of the simulation, which includes Alice’s original
Xn, the post-measurement system Bˆn, Alice’s simulation output random variable Y˜ n and Bob’s
simulation output random variable Yˆ n (based on s′).
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Figure 2: Achievable region of rate pairs for a classical-quantum system XB.
A rate pair (R,C) is called achievable if for all ǫ > 0, δ > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exists
an (n,R+ δ, C + δ, ǫ) code.
We now state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.1 The region of achievable (R,C) pairs is given by
R ≥ I(X ;Y )− I(Y ;B), C +R ≥ H(Y |B).
The theorem contains a direct coding part (achievability) and a converse part (optimality).
For the direct coding theorem it suffices to prove the achievability of the rate pair (R,C) =
(I(X ;Y ) − I(Y ;B), H(Y |X)). The full region given by Theorem 3.1 (see Figure 2) follows by
observing that a bit of common randomness may be generated from a bit of communication.
A naive simulation would be for Alice to actually perform the channel W locally and send a
compressed instance of the output to Bob. This would require a communication rate of H(Y ) bits
per copy. The first idea is to split this information into an intrinsic and extrinsic part [28]. The
extrinsic part has rate H(Y |X) and is provided by the common randomness. Only the intrinsic
part I(X ;Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X) requires classical communication. This protocol would amount
to sending the strings m and s above. However, a further savings of I(Y ;B) is accomplished by
Bob deducing the s index from his quantum state. Thus Alice need only send m which requires a
rate I(X ;Y )− I(Y ;B).
For the direct coding part we will need several lemmas. The first one is the Chernoff bound
(cf. [2]).
Lemma 3.2 (Chernoff bound) Let Z1, . . . , Zn be i.i.d. random variables with mean µ. Define
Zn =
1
n
∑n
j=1 Zj. If the Zj take values in the interval [0, b], then for η ≤
1
2 , and some constant
κ0,
Pr{|Zn − µ| ≥ µη} ≤ 2 exp(−κ0nµη
2/b). (7)
The second lemma concerns deterministically “diluting” a uniformly distributed random vari-
able to a non-uniform one on a larger set. We will need it to create yn from l, m and s.
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Lemma 3.3 (Randomness dilution) We are given a probability distribution q(y) defined on Y
and a set T ⊆ Y such that
q(T ) :=
∑
y∈T
q(y) ≥ 1− ǫ, (8)
q(y) ≥ α, ∀y ∈ T , (9)
for some positive numbers α and ǫ. Let W be the random variable uniformly distributed on
{1, . . . ,M}. For random variables Y1, Y2, ..., YM all distributed according to q, define the map
G : {1, ...,M} → Y by G(i) = Yi. Then, letting q˜ be the distribution of G(W ),
Pr{‖q − q˜‖1 ≥ η + ǫ} ≤ 2|T | exp(−κ0Mαη
2)
for some constant κ0.
Proof Consider the indicator function I(G(i) = y) taking values in {0, 1}. Observe that I(G(i) =
y) for i ∈ {1, ...,M} are i.i.d. random variables with expectation value EI(G(i) = y) = q(y). The
distribution q˜(y) of G(W ) is 1M
∑M
i=1 I(G(i) = y). By the Chernoff bound (3.2), for each y ∈ T ,
for η ≤ 12 , and some constant κ0,
Pr
{∣∣∣∣∣ 1M
M∑
i=1
I(G(i) = y)− q(y)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ q(y)η
}
≤ 2 exp(−κ0Mαη
2). (10)
By the union bound,
Pr{not ι} ≤ 2|T | exp(−κ0Mαη
2),
where the logic statement ι is given by
ι = {q˜ ∈ [qˆ(1− η), qˆ(1 + η)]}
and qˆ(y) = q(y)I(y ∈ T ). It remains to relate ι to a statement about ‖q˜− q‖1. First observe that
‖qˆ − q‖1 =
∑
y
|qˆ(y)− q(y)|
=
∑
y 6∈T
q(y) ≤ ǫ.
(11)
Second, observe that ι implies ‖q˜ − qˆ‖1 ≤ η. The two give, via the triangle inequality
‖q − q˜‖1 ≤ η + ǫ.
The statement of the lemma follows. ✷
Corollary 3.4 Consider a random variable Y with distribution q(y), and let W be the random
variable uniformly distributed on {1, . . . ,M}. For random variables Y1, Y2, ..., YM all distributed
according to qn, define the map G : {1, ...,M} → Yn by G(i) = Yi. Let q˜ be the distribution of
G(W ). Then, for all ǫ, δ > 0 and sufficiently large n,
Pr{‖qn − q˜‖1 ≥ 2ǫ} ≤ 2γ exp(−κ0Mǫ
2/γ),
where γ = 2n[H(Y )+cδ] and c is some positive constant.
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Proof We will assume familiarity with the properties of typicality and conditional typicality,
collected in the Appendix. We can relate to Lemma 3.3 through the identifications: Y → Yn,
q(y)→ qn(yn), and T → T nY,δ. The two conditions now read
qn(T nY,δ) ≥ 1− ǫ, (12)
qn(yn) ≥ γ−1, ∀yn ∈ T nY,δ. (13)
These follow from properties 1 and 2 of Theorem A.1 (relabeling X to Y and p to q).
✷
Our next lemma contains the crucial ingredient of the direct coding theorem and is based on
[28]. It will tell us how to define the encoding and decoding operations for a particular value of
the common randomness.
Lemma 3.5 (Covering lemma) We are given a probability distribution q(y) and a conditional
probability distribution P (x|y), with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y. Assume the existence of sets T ⊆ X and
(Ty)y∈Y ⊆ X with the following properties for all y ∈ Y:∑
y∈Y
q(y)P (Ty |y) ≥ 1− ǫ, (14)∑
y∈Y
q(y)P (T |y) ≥ 1− ǫ, (15)
|T | ≤ K, (16)
P (x|y) ≤ k−1, ∀x ∈ Ty . (17)
Define M =
⌈
η−1K/k
⌉
for some 0 < η < 1. Given random variables Y1, Y2, ..., YM all distributed
according to q, define the map D : {1, 2, ...,M} → Y by D(i) = Yi. Then there exists a conditional
probability distribution E(i|x) defined for i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} such that
Pr{‖Pˆu− Ep‖1 ≥ 5ǫ} ≤ 2K exp(−κ0ǫ
3/η), (18)
where Pˆ (x|i) = P (x|D(i)), u is the uniform distribution on {1, 2, ...,M} and p is the marginal
distribution defined by p(x) =
∑
y∈Y P (x|y)q(y).
Remark The meaning of the covering lemma is illustrated in Figure 3. A uniform distribution
on the set {1, 2, ...,M} is diluted via the map D to the set Y, and then stochastically mapped to
the set X via P (x|y). Condition (18) says that the very same distribution on {1, 2, ...,M} × X
can be obtained by starting with the marginal p(x) and stochastically “concentrating” it to the set
{1, 2, ...,M}. For this to be possible, the conditional outputs of the channel P (x|y) (for particular
values of y) should be sufficiently spread out to cover the support of p(x). Each conditional output
random variable is supported on Ty (14) of cardinality roughly ≥ k (17), and p(x) is supported
on T (15) of cardinality ≤ K (16). Thus roughly M ≈ K/k conditional random variables Pˆ (x|i)
should suffice for the covering.
Proof The idea is to use the Chernoff bound, as in the proof of the randomness dilution lemma.
First we trim our conditional distributions to make them fit the conditions of the Chernoff bound;
the resulting bound is then related to the condition (18).
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Figure 3: The covering lemma.
Define
w(x) =
∑
y∈Y
q(y)P (x|y)I(x ∈ Ay),
with Ay = Ty
⋂
T and A =
⋃
y∈Y Ay. By properties (14) and (15), w(A) =
∑
y∈Y q(y)P (Ay |y) ≥
1− 2ǫ. Further define By = Ay
⋂
{x : w(x) ≥ ǫ/K} and B =
⋃
y∈Y By. Then define
P˜ (x|y) = P (x|y)I(x ∈ By), w˜(x) =
∑
y∈Y
q(y)P˜ (x|y) = w(x)I(w(x) ≥ ǫ/K).
By (16), the cardinality of A is upper-bounded by K, those x ∈ A with w(x) smaller than ǫ/K
contribute at most ǫ to w(A). Thus
w˜(B) ≥ w(A) − ǫ ≥ 1− 3ǫ. (19)
Observe
EP˜ (x|D(i)) = w˜(x) ≥ ǫ/K.
By (17), 0 ≤ P˜ (x|D(i)) ≤ k−1. We can now apply the Chernoff bound (3.2) to the i.i.d. random
variables P˜ (x|D(i)) (for fixed x ∈ X )
Pr
{
1
M
M∑
i=1
P˜ (x|D(i)) /∈ [(1− ǫ)w˜(x), (1 + ǫ)w˜(x)]
}
≤ 2 exp(−κ0Mw˜(x)kǫ
2)
≤ 2 exp(−κ0ǫ
3/η).
(20)
Hence
Pr{not ι} ≤ 2K exp(−κ0ǫ
3/η), (21)
where the logic statement ι is defined as
ι =
{
1
M
M∑
i=1
P˜ (·|D(i)) ∈ [(1 − ǫ)w˜, (1 + ǫ)w˜]
}
.
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Assume that ι holds. Then we can define our conditional distribution E as
E(i|x) =
1
(1 + ǫ)M
P˜ (x|D(i))
p(x)
.
By ι and the definition of w˜, we can check E(i|x) is a subnormalized conditional distribution,
M∑
i=1
E(i|x) =
M∑
i=1
1
(1 + ǫ)M
P˜ (x|D(i))
p(x)
≤
w˜(x)
p(x)
≤ 1.
Finally, we estimate ‖Pˆu − Ep‖1. It is sufficient to do this for the constructed subnormalized
conditional distribution, because we can distribute the rest weight to fill up to 1 arbitrarily. The
joint distribution of Pˆ u is { 1M P (x|D(i))}, thus
‖Pˆ u− Ep‖1 =
M∑
i=1
∑
x∈BD(i)
1
M
(
1−
1
1 + ǫ
)
P (x|D(i)) +
M∑
i=1
∑
x/∈BD(i)
1
M
P (x|D(i)). (22)
Since P (BD(i)|D(i)) ≤ 1, we can bound the first term by ǫ. By assumption,
∑
x∈B
1
M
M∑
i=1
P˜ (x|D(i)) ≥ (1− ǫ)w˜(B) ≥ 1− 4ǫ,
Since BD(i) ⊆ B, the second term in (22) is bounded by 4ǫ. We have now shown that if ι holds
true then
‖Pˆu− Ep‖1 ≤ 5ǫ.
Combining with (21) proves the theorem. ✷
Corollary 3.6 Consider the joint random variable XY distributed according to q(y)P (x|y). Given
random variables Y1, Y2, ..., YM all distributed according to q
n, define the map D : {1, 2, ...,M} →
Yn by D(i) = Yi. Then, for all ǫ, δ > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exists a conditional probability
distribution E(i|xn) defined for i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} such that
Pr{‖Pˆu− Epn‖1 ≥ 5ǫ} ≤ 2α exp(−κ0Mǫ
3β/α), (23)
where Pˆ (xn|i) = Pn(xn|D(i)), u is the uniform distribution on {1, 2, ...,M}, p is the marginal
distribution defined by p(x) =
∑
y∈Y P (x|y)q(y), α = 2
n[H(X)+cδ], β = 2n[H(X|Y )−cδ].
Proof We can relate to Lemma 3.5 through the identifications (see Appendix): X → Xn,
Y → Yn, q(y)→ qn(yn), P (x|y)→ Pn(xn|yn), T → T nX, 3δ, and Ty → Tˆ
n
X|Y, δ(y
n), with
Tˆ nX|Y,δ(y
n) =
{
T nX|Y,δ(y
n) yn ∈ T nY,δ
∅ otherwise.
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The four conditions now read (for all yn ∈ Yn),∑
yn∈Yn
qn(yn)Pn(Tˆ nX|Y, δ(y
n)|yn) ≥ 1− 2ǫ, (24)
∑
yn∈Yn
qn(yn)Pn(T nX, 3δ|y
n) ≥ 1− 2ǫ, (25)
|T nX, 3δ| ≤ α, (26)
Pn(xn|yn) ≤ β−1, ∀xn ∈ Tˆ nX|Y,δ(y
n). (27)
These follow from Theorem A.2, switching the roles of X and Y and setting δ = δ′. ✷
We will also need the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland (HSW) theorem [20, 23].
Proposition 3.7 (HSW Theorem) Given an ensemble
σY B =
∑
y∈Y
q(y)|y〉〈y|Y ⊗ ρBy ,
and integer n, consider the encoding map F : {0, 1}nS → Yn given by F (s) = Ys, where the
{Ys} are random variables chosen according to the i.i.d. distribution qn. For any ǫ, δ > 0 and
sufficiently large n, there exists a decoding POVM {Λs}s∈{0,1}nS on B
n for the encoding map F
with S = I(Y ;B)σ − δ, such that for all s,
E
∑
s′
|π(s′|s)− δ(s, s′)| ≤ ǫ.
Here π(s′|s) is the probability of decoding s′ conditioned on s having been encoded:
π(s′|s) = Tr(Λs′ρF (s)), (28)
δ(s, s′) is the delta function and the expectation is taken over the random encoding.
Now we are ready to prove the direct coding theorem:
Proof of Theorem 1 (direct coding) Fix ǫ, δ > 0 and a sufficiently large n (cf. Corollaries
3.4, 3.6 and Proposition 3.7). Consider the random variables Ylms, l ∈ {0, 1}nC, m ∈ {0, 1}nR,
s = {0, 1}nS (for some C,R and S to be specified later), independently distributed according to
qn, where q(y) =
∑
x p(x)W (y|x). The Ylms are going to serve simultaneously as a “randomness
dilution code” G(l,m, s) = Ylms (cf. the Y1, . . . , YM in Corollary 3.4, M here being 2
n(C+R+S); as
2nC independent “covering codes” Dl(m, s) = Ylms (cf. the Y1, . . . , YM in Corollary 3.6, M here
being 2n(R+S); and as 2n(C+R) independent HSW codes Flm(s) = Ylms (cf. Proposition 3.7). We
will conclude the proof by “derandomizing” the code, i.e. showing that a particular realization of
the random Ylms exists with suitable properties.
Define, as in the two corollaries, α = 2n[H(X)+cδ], β = 2n[H(X|Y )−cδ], and γ = 2n[H(Y )+cδ].
Define two independent uniform distributions u′(l) and u(ms) on the sets {0, 1}nC and {0, 1}nR×
{0, 1}nS, respectively. The stochastic map D˜(yn|l,m, s) is defined as
D˜(yn|l,m, s) = I(yn = Dl(m, s)).
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Corollary 3.6 defines corresponding encoding stochastic maps {El(m, s|xn)}. For any l ∈ {0, 1}nC,
define the logic statement ιl by ξl ≤ 5ǫ, where
ξl =
∑
m,s
∑
xn
∣∣∣∣∣∑
yn
Pn(xn|yn)D˜(yn|l,m, s)u(ms)− El(m, s|x
n)pn(xn)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
By Corollary 3.6, for all l
Pr{not ιl} ≤ 2α exp(−2
n(R+S)κ0ǫ
3β/α). (29)
Define the logic statement ι′ by ξ′ ≤ 2ǫ, where
ξ′ =
∑
yn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l,m,s
D˜(yn|l,m, s)u′(l)u(ms)− qn(yn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
By Corollary 3.4,
Pr{not ι′} ≤ 2γ exp(−2n(C+R+S)κ0ǫ
2/γ). (30)
Once we fix the randomness we shall be using
W˜ (yn|xn) =
∑
l,m,s
D˜(yn|l,m, s)El(m, s|x
n)u′(l) (31)
to simulate the channel Wn(yn|xn). Observe that∑
xnyn
∣∣∣pn(xn)(Wn(yn|xn)− W˜ (yn|xn))∣∣∣ (32)
=
∑
xn,yn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l,m,s
D˜(yn|l,m, s)El(m, s|x
n)u′(l)pn(xn)−Wn(yn|xn)pn(xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
xn,yn
∑
l,m,s
D˜(yn|l,m, s)u′(l)
∣∣∣∣∣∣El(m, s|xn)pn(xn)−
∑
yˆn
Pn(xn|yˆn)D˜(yˆn|l,m, s)u(ms)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
+
∑
xn,yn
Pn(xn|yn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l,m,s
D˜(yn|l,m, s)u′(l)u(ms)− qn(yn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ max
l
ξl + ξ
′. (33)
To obtain the first inequality we have used
D˜(yn|l,m, s)D˜(yˆn|l,m, s) = D˜(yn|l,m, s)δ(yn, yˆn)
and the triangle inequality.
We shall now invoke Proposition 3.7. Define q(y)ρy =
∑
x p(x)W (y|x)ρx. Setting Flm(s) =
Ylms and S = I(Y ;B)−cδ, there exists a set {Λ(lm)}lm∈{0,1}n(C+R) , where each Λ
(lm) = {Λ
(lm)
s′ }s′∈{0,1}nS
is a POVM acting on Bn, such that
E
∑
s′
|πlm(s
′|s)− δ(s, s′)| ≤ ǫ (34)
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for all l,m and s. πlm(s
′|s) describes the noise experienced in conveying s to Bob, if the channel
Wn(yn|xn) were implemented exactly. However, Alice only has the simulation W˜ (yn|xn), which
corresponds to the ensemble q˜(yn)ρ˜yn :=
∑
xn p
n(xn)W˜ (yn|xn)ρxn .
Observe that (32) is another way of expressing ||(ρXYB)⊗n − σX
nY˜ nBn ||1 = ||(ρXY )⊗n −
σX
nY˜ n ||1. Applying monotonicity of trace distance to (33), we have
||(ρY B)⊗n − σY˜
nBn ||1 =
∑
yn
‖qn(yn)ρyn − q˜(y
n)ρ˜yn‖1 ≤ max
l
ξl + ξ
′,
and hence by the triangle inequality and monotonicity of trace distance
E‖ρF (s) − ρ˜F (s)‖1 ≤
∑
yn
||qn(yn)ρyn − q˜(y
n)ρ˜yn ||1 +
∑
yn
|q˜(yn)− qn(yn)| ≤ 2(max
l
ξl + ξ
′).
Thus, the actual noise experienced in conveying s to Bob, denoted by π˜lm(s
′|s), obeys E
∑
s′ |πlm(s
′|s)−
π˜lm(s
′|s)| ≤ 2(maxl ξl + ξ′). Combining the above with (34) gives
E
∑
s′
|π˜lm(s
′|s)− δ(s, s′)| ≤ 2(max
l
ξl + ξ
′) + ǫ.
Let us focus on the effect this imperfection in the HSW decoding will have on the simulation. By
monotonicity,
E
∑
xny˜nyn
|
∑
l,m,s,s′
D˜(yn|lms)D˜(y˜n|lms′)El(ms|x
n)u′(l)pn(xn)(π˜lm(s
′|s)−δ(s, s′))| ≤ 2(max
l
ξl+ξ
′)+ǫ.
By the Markov inequality, Pr{not ι′′} ≤ 12 , where ι
′′ is the logic statement
∑
xny˜nyn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l,m,s,s′
D˜(yn|lms)D˜(y˜n|lms′)El(ms|x
n)u′(l)pn(xn)(π˜lm(s
′|s)− δ(s, s′))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4(maxl ξl+ξ′)+2ǫ.
Now for the derandomization step. Pick C = H(Y |X)− cδ and R = I(X ;Y )− I(Y ;B) + 4cδ.
By the union bound ιl for all l, ι
′, and ι′′ hold true with probability > 0. Hence there exists a
specific choice of {Ylms} for which all these conditions are satisfied. Consequently,
∑
xny˜nyn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
l,m,s,s′
D˜(yn|lms)D˜(y˜n|lms′)El(ms|x
n)u′(l)pn(xn)(π˜lm(s
′|s)− δ(s, s′))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 30ǫ,
i.e. ||σX
nY˜ n
o
Y˜ n −σX
nYˆ nY˜ n ||1 ≤ 30ǫ, where Y˜
n
o = Y˜
n is Bob’s simulation output random variable if
his decoding measurement is perfect. Combining with (33) (||(ρXY Y )⊗n − σX
nY˜ n
o
Y˜ n ||1 ≤ 7ǫ) gives
‖(ρXY Y )⊗n − σX
nYˆ nY˜ n‖1 ≤ 37ǫ.
This is almost what we need. The statement of the theorem also insists that the state of the
Bn system is not much perturbed by the measurement. The crucial ingredient ensuring this, as
in [14], is the gentle measurement lemma [26]. To improve readability, we omit the details of its
application here. ✷
Before proving the converse, recall Fannes’ inequality [17]:
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Lemma 3.8 (Fannes’ inequality) Let P and Q be probability distributions on a set with finite
cardinality d, such that ‖P −Q‖1 ≤ ǫ. Then
∣∣H(P )−H(Q)∣∣ ≤ ǫ log d+ τ(ǫ), with
τ(ǫ) =
{
−ǫ log ǫ if ǫ ≤ 1/4,
1/2 otherwise.
Note that τ is a monotone and concave function and τ(ǫ)→ 0 as ǫ→ 0. ✷
Proof of Theorem 5 (converse) Consider an (n,R,C, ǫ) code. Define the uniform random
variable U on the set {0, 1}nC to denote the common randomness, and W on the set {0, 1}nR to
denote the encoded message sent to Bob. We have the following Markov chain
Xn→ BnWU→ BˆnYˆ n.
The following chain of inequalities holds:
nR ≥ H(W |U)
= H(W |U) + I(Xn;Bn|U)− I(Xn;Bn)
≥ I(Xn;BnW |U)− I(Xn;Bn)
= I(Xn;BnWU)− I(Xn;Bn)
≥ I(Xn; BˆnYˆ n)− I(Xn;Bn)
≥ n (I(X ;BY )− I(X ;B)− f(n, ǫ))
= n (I(X ;Y )− I(Y ;B)− f(n, ǫ)) .
with f(n, ǫ)→ 0 as n→ ∞ and ǫ→ 0. The second line from I(Xn;Bn|U) = I(Xn;Bn), and the
fourth from I(Xn;U) = 0. The fifth line is the data processing inequality based on the Markov
chain above. The sixth is a consequence of Fannes inequality, and the last line is based on the
Markov chain Y n→ Xn→ Bn.
Based on the Markov chain
Y˜ n→ BnWU→ Yˆ n,
we have another chain of inequalities :
nR+ nC ≥ H(W ) +H(U)
≥ H(WU)
= I(Y˜ n;BnWU) + I(WU ;Bn) +H(WU |Y˜ nBn)− I(Y˜ n;Bn)
≥ I(Y˜ n;BnWU)− I(Y˜ n;Bn)
≥ I(Y˜ n; Yˆ n)− I(Y˜ n;Bn)
≥ n(H(Y )− I(Y ;B)− f ′(n, ǫ))
with f ′(n, ǫ) → 0 as n → ∞ and ǫ → 0. The last two inequalities are from the data processing
inequality and Fannes inequality. Thus any achievable rate pair (R,C) must obey the conditions
of Theorem 3.1.
✷
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We can use the theory of resource inequalities [10] to succinctly express our main result. In
this case we need to introduce an additional protagonist, the Source, which starts the protocol by
distributing the state
ρXSS =
∑
x
p(x)|x〉〈x|XS ⊗ ρSx ,
between Alice and Bob. Alice gets XS through the classical identity channel id
XS→XA
and Bob
gets S through the quantum identity channel idS→B. The goal is for Alice and Bob to end up
sharing the state
σXAYAYBB =
∑
x
p(x)
∑
y
W (y|x)|y〉〈y|YA ⊗ |y〉〈y|YB ⊗ |x〉〈x|XA ⊗ ρBx , (35)
as if ρXSS was sent through the channel WXS→YAYB ⊗ idS→B (the former is a feedback version
of W ). Our direct coding theorem is equivalent to the resource inequality
〈id
XS→XA
⊗ idS→B :ρXSS〉+ (I(XA;YB)σ − I(YB;B)σ)[c→ c] +H(YB|XA)σ[c c]
s
≥ 〈WXS→YAYB⊗ idS→B :ρXSS〉.
(36)
The superscript s stands for “source” and is a technical subtlety [10].
4 Applications
In this section, common randomness distillation and rate-distortion coding with side information
will be seen as simple corollaries of our main result.
4.1 Common randomness distillation
Alice and Bob share n copies of a bipartite classical-quantum state
ρXAB =
∑
x
p(x)|x〉〈x|XA ⊗ ρBx ,
and Alice is allowed a rate R bits of classical communication to Bob. Their goal is to distill a rate
C of common randomness (CR). In terms of resource inequalities, a CR-rate pair (C,R) is said to
be achievable iff
〈ρXAB〉+R [c→ c] ≥ C [c c].
Define the CR-rate function C(R) to be
C(R) = sup{C : (C,R) is achievable}.
and the distillable CR function as D(R) = C(R)−R. The following theorem was proved in [15].
Theorem 4.1 Given the classical-quantum system XB, then
D(R) = max
Y |X
{I(Y ;B) | I(X ;Y )− I(Y ;B) ≤ R}.
where C(R) = C∗(R) = R+D∗(R). The maximum is over all conditional probability distributions
W (y|x) with |Y| ≤ |X |+ 1.
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We give below a concise proof of the direct coding part of this theorem, relying on our main
result (36) and the resource calculus [10].
Proof We need to prove
〈ρXAB〉+ (I(XA;YB)σ − I(YB;B)σ)[c→ c] ≥ I(XA;YB)σ[c c], (37)
with σXAYAYBB given by (35). Observe the following string of resource inequalities:
〈id
XS→XA
⊗ idS→B : ρXSS〉+ (I(XA;YB)σ − I(YB;B)σ)[c→ c] +H(YB |XA)σ[c c]
≥ 〈WXS→YAYB ⊗ idS→B : ρXSS〉
≥ 〈WXS→YAYB : ρXS 〉
≥ 〈WXS→YAYB (ρXS )〉
≥ H(YB)σ[c c].
The first inequality is by (36) and Lemma 4.11 of [10] which allows us to drop the s superscript;
the second and third are by parts 5 and 2, respectively, of Lemma 4.1 of [10]. The last inequality
is common randomness concentration [10], which states that 〈σYAYB 〉 ≥ H(YB)σ [c c]. By Lemma
4.10 of [10], 〈id
XS→XA
⊗ idS→B :ρXSS〉 can be replaced by
〈ρXAB〉 = 〈id
XS→XA
⊗ idS→B(ρXSS)〉. (38)
Thus by (38) and Lemma 4.6 of [10], we have
〈ρXAB〉+ (I(XA;YB)σ − I(YB;B)σ)[c→ c] + o[c c] ≥ I(XA;YB)σ[c c].
Since [c→ c] ≥ [c c], by Lemma 4.5 of [10] the o term can be dropped, and (37) is proved. ✷
4.2 Rate-distortion trade-off with quantum side information
Rate-distortion theory, or lossy source coding, is a major subfield of classical information theory
[6]. When insufficient storage space is available, one has to compress a source beyond the Shannon
entropy. By the converse to Shannon’s compression theorem, this means that the reproduction of
the source (after compression and decompression) suffers a certain amount of distortion compared
to the original. The goal of rate-distortion theory is to minimize a suitably defined distortion
measure for a given desired compression rate. Formally, a distortion measure is a mapping d :
X × X → R+ from the set of source-reproduction alphabet pairs into the set of non-negative real
numbers. This function can be extended to sequences Xn ×Xn by letting
d(xn, xˆn) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
d(xi, xˆi).
We consider here a quantum generalization of the classical Wyner-Ziv [29] problem. The
encoder Alice and decoder Bob share n copies of the classical-quantum system XB in the state
(5). Alice sends Bob a classical message at rate R, based on which, and with the help of his
side information Bn, Bob needs to reproduce xn with lowest possible distortion. An (n,R, d)
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rate-distortion code is given by an encoding map En : Xn → {0, 1}nR and a decoding map Dn
which takes En(xn) and the state ρxn as inputs and outputs a string xˆn ∈ Xn. Dn is implemented
by performing a En(xn)-dependent measurement, followed by a function mapping En(xn) and the
measurement outcome to xˆn. The condition on the reproduction quality is
d(En,Dn) := Ed(X
n, Xˆn) =
∑
xn
pn(xn)d(xn,Dn(En(x
n), ρxn)) ≤ d .
A pair (R, d) is achievable if there exists an (n,R + δ, d) code for any δ > 0 and sufficiently large
n. Define RB(d) to be the infimum of rates R for which (R, d) is achievable.
Theorem 4.2 Given n copies of a classical-quantum system XB in the state ρX
nBn , then
RB(d) = lim
n→∞
R
(n)
B (d),
R
(n)
B (d) =
1
n
min
Y |Xn
min
D:YBn→Xˆn
(I(Xn;Y )− I(Y ;Bn))
where the minimization is over all conditional probability distributions W (y|xn), and decoding maps
D : Y Bn → Xˆn, such that
Ed(Xn,D(Y,Bn)) =
∑
xn,y
pn(xn)W (y|xn)d(xn,D(y, ρB
n
xn )) ≤ d.
Note that (m + n)R
(m+n)
B (d) ≤ mR
(m)
B (d) + nR
(n)
B (d). By arguments similar to those for the
channel capacity (see e.g. [3], Appendix A), the limit RB(d) exists. However, the formula of R
(n)
B (d)
is a “regularized” form, so RB(d) can not be effectively computed.
We omit the easy proof of the converse theorem. The direct coding theorem is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 3.1 (cf. [27]):
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (direct coding) It suffices to prove the achievability of R
(1)
B (d), for
a fixed channel W (y|x) and decoding map D : Y B → Xˆ. Consider an (n,R,C, ǫ) simulation code
for the channel W (y|x). The simulated state σX
nYˆ nBˆn can be written as a convex combination of
simulations corresponding to particular values of the common randomness l:
σX
nYˆ nBˆn =
∑
l
u′(l)σX
nYˆ nBˆn
l .
In other words, σX
nY˜ nBˆn
l is obtained from the encoding El(m, s|x
n), POVM set {Λ(lm)}m∈{0,1}nC ,
and decoding Dl(m, s). From the condition for successful simulation (6) and monotonicity of trace
distance it follows that
‖
∑
l
u′(l)D⊗n(σYˆ
nBˆn
l )−D
⊗n(ρY B)⊗n‖1 ≤ ǫ. (39)
For each l define rate-distortion encoding E ln by El(m, s|x
n), and decoding Dln by the POVM
set {Λ(lm)}m∈{0,1}nC followed by Dl(m, s
′) (s′ is the POVM outcome) and D⊗n. Invoking (39),
Ed(X,D(Y,B)) ≤ d and the linearity of the distortion measure, gives∑
l
u′(l) d(E ln,D
l
n) ≤ d+ c0ǫ,
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for some constant c0. Hence there exists a particular l for which
d(E ln,D
l
n) ≤ d+ c0ǫ.
The direct coding theorem now follows from the achievable rates given by Theorem 3.1. ✷
The classical Wyner-Ziv problem is recovered by making B into a classical system Z, i.e. by
setting ρx =
∑
z p(z|x)|z〉〈z| with
∑
z p(z|x) = 1 and associating the joint distribution p(x)p(z|x)
with the random variable XZ. In this case a single-letter formula is obtained
RZ(d) = R
(1)
Z (d) = min
Y |X
min
D:Y Z→Xˆ
(I(X ;Y )− I(Y ;Z)) .
It is an open question whether a single-letter formula exists for RB(d). Following the standard
converse proof of [7, 29] we are able to produce a single letter lower bound on RB(d) given by
R∗B(d) = min
W:X→C
min
D:CB→Xˆ
(I(X ;C)− I(C;B)) ,
where C is now a quantum system (replacing Y ) and W : X → C is a classical-quantum channel
(replacing W ). Unfortunately, R∗B(d) appears not to be achievable without entanglement. For
instance, in the d = 0 and B = null case, simulating the channel X → C with a rate of I(X ;C) bits
of communication generally requiresH(C) ebits [4]. Since entanglement cannot be “derandomized”
like common randomness, a coding theorem paralleling that of Theorem 4.2 seems unlikely.
5 Bounds on quantum state redistribution
Our channel simulation with side information result, Theorem 3.1, is only partly quantum. To
formulate a fully quantum version of it, we (i) replace the classical channel W by a quantum
feedback channel [9] UA→BˆAˆ, which is an isometry from Alice’s system A to the system BˆAˆ shared
by Alice and Bob; (ii) replace the classical-quantum state ρXB by a pure state |ϕ〉RAB shared
among the reference system, Alice and Bob. Sending the A part of |ϕ〉RAB through the channel U
results in the state
|ψ〉RAˆBˆB = U |ϕ〉RAB ,
where Aˆ is held by Alice and BˆB is held by Bob. Because U is an isometry, the state |ϕ〉RAB is
equivalent to |ψ〉RAˆBˆB with AˆBˆ in Alice’s possession. Thus simulating the channel U on |ϕ〉RAB
is equivalent to quantum state redistribution: Alice transferring the Bˆ part of her system AˆBˆ to
Bob. We can now ask about the trade-off between qubit channels [q → q] and ebits [q q] needed to
effect quantum state redistribution. In terms of resource inequalities, we are interested in the rate
pairs (Q,E) such that
〈US→AB1 : ρ
S〉+Q [q → q] + E [q q]
s
≥ 〈US→AAˆBˆ2 : ρ
S〉.
(40)
Here U1 is an isometry such that |ϕ〉RAB = U1|φ〉RS , |φ〉RS is a purification of ρS , and U2 = U ◦U1.
We can find two rather trivial inner bounds (i.e. achievable rate pairs) based on previous results.
First let us focus on making use of Bob’s side information B. The feedback channel simulation will
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be performed naively: Alice will implement UA→AˆBˆ locally and then “merge” her system Bˆ with
Bob’s system B, treating Aˆ as part of the reference system R. This gives an achievable rate pair of
(Q1, E1) = (
1
2I(Bˆ;RAˆ),−
1
2I(B; Bˆ)) by the fully quantum Slepian-Wolf (FQSW) protocol [1, 9], a
generalization of [21]. The negative value of E means that entanglement is generated, rather than
consumed.
Now let us ignore the side information and focus on performing the channel simulation non-
trivially. This is the domain of the fully quantum reverse Shannon (FQRS) theorem [1, 9, 12].
Treating B as part of the reference system R, the FQRS theorem implies an achievable rate pair
of (Q2, E2) = (
1
2I(Bˆ;RB),
1
2I(Bˆ; Aˆ)).
An outer bound is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 The region in the (Q,E) plane defined by
Q ≥
1
2
I(Bˆ;R|Aˆ), Q + E ≥ H(Bˆ|B)
contains the achievable rate region for quantum state redistribution.
Proof Assume that Alice holds AˆBˆ and Bob holds B. Alice wants to transfer her system AˆBˆ to
Bob. By the converse to FQSW (cf. [1]), transferring AˆBˆ requires a rate pair (Q′′, E′′) such that
Q′′ ≥
1
2
I(BˆAˆ;R), Q′′ + E′′ ≥ H(AˆBˆ|B). (41)
Now let us perform the redistribution successively: first transfer Bˆ and then Aˆ. Let the cost of
transferring Bˆ be (Q,E), which we are trying to bound. By FQSW, the cost of transferring the
remaining Aˆ once Bob has Bˆ can be achieved with the rate pair (Q′, E′) such that
Q′ =
1
2
I(Aˆ;R), Q′ + E′ = H(Aˆ|BBˆ).
If Q < 12I(Bˆ;R|Aˆ), then Q + Q
′ < 12I(BˆAˆ;R), which contradicts (41). Hence Q ≥
1
2I(Bˆ;R|Aˆ)
must hold. Similarly, we can prove that Q + E ≥ H(Bˆ|B). ✷
The bound Q + E ≥ H(Bˆ|B) is the analogue of the classical bound R + C ≥ H(Y |B) from
Theorem 3.1. When Aˆ = null (simulated channel is the identity) the outer bound is achieved by the
FQSW-based scheme and when B = null (no side information) it is achieved by the FQRS-based
scheme.
6 Discussion
We have shown here a generalization of both the classical reverse Shannon theorem, and the
classical-quantum Slepian-Wolf (CQSW) problem. Our main result is a new resource inequality
(36) for quantum Shannon theory. Unfortunately we were not able to obtain it by naively combining
the reverse Shannon and CQSW resource inequalities via the resource calculus of [10]. Instead
we proved it from first principles. An alternative proof involves modifying the reverse Shannon
protocol to “piggy-back” independent classical information at a rate of I(Y ;B) (cf. [13]). In [10]
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certain general principles were proved, such as the “coherification rules” which gave conditions for
when classical communication could be replaced by coherent communication. It would be desirable
to formulate a “piggy-backing rule” in a similar fashion.
An immediate corollary of our result is channel simulation with classical side information.
Remarkably, this purely classical protocol is the basic primitive which generates virtually all known
classical multi-terminal source coding theorems, not just the Wyner-Ziv result [22].
Regarding the state redistribution problem of Section 5, our results have inspired Devetak and
Yard [16] to prove the tightness of the outer bound given by Proposition 5.1, thus providing the
first operational interpretation of quantum conditional mutual information.
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A Typicality and conditional typicality
We follow the standard presentation of [8]. The probability distribution Pxn defined by Pxn(x) =
N(x|xn)
n is called the empirical distribution or type of the sequence x
n, where N(x|xn) counts the
number of occurrences of x in the word xn = x1x2...xn. A sequence x
n ∈ Xn is called δ-typical
with respect to a probability distribution p defined on X if
|Pxn(x)− p(x)| ≤ p(x)δ, ∀x ∈ X . (42)
The latter condition may be rewritten as
Pxn ∈ [p(1− δ), p(1 + δ)].
The set T np,δ ⊆ X
n consisting of all δ-typical sequences is called the δ-typical set. When the
distribution p is associated with some random variable X , we may use the notation T nX, δ. Observe
that Eq. (42) implies
‖p− Pxn‖1 ≤ δ.
The properties of typical sets are given by the following theorem :
Theorem A.1 For all ǫ > 0, δ > 0 and sufficiently large n,
1. 2−n[H(p)+cδ] ≤ pn(xn) ≤ 2−n[H(p)−cδ] for xn ∈ T np,δ,
2. pn(T np,δ) = Pr{X
n ∈ T np,δ} ≥ 1− ǫ
3. (1− ǫ)2n[H(p)−cδ] ≤ |T np,δ| ≤ 2
n[H(p)+cδ].
for some constant c depending only on p. Above, the distribution pn is naturally defined on Xn by
pn(xn) = p(x1) . . . p(xn).
Given a pair of sequences (xn, yn) ∈ Xn × Yn, the probability distribution Pyn|xn defined by
Pyn|xn(y|x) =
N(xy|xnyn)
N(x|xn)
=
Pxnyn(x, y)
Pxn(x)
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is called the conditional empirical distribution or conditional type of the sequence yn relative to
the sequence xn. A sequence yn = y1 . . . yn ∈ Yn is called δ-conditionally typical with respect to
the conditional probability distribution Q and a sequence xn = x1 . . . xn ∈ Xn if
Pyn|xn(y|x) ∈ [(1− δ)Q(y|x), (1 + δ)Q(y|x)], ∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ Y.
The set of such sequences is denoted by T nQ,δ(x
n) ⊆ Yn. When Q is associated with some conditional
random variable Y |X , we may use the notation T nY |X, δ(x
n). Define q(y) =
∑
xQ(y|x)p(x).
Theorem A.2 For all ǫ > 0, δ > 0, δ′ > 0, and sufficiently large n, for all xn ∈ T np,δ′ ,
1. 2−n[H(Y |X)+cδ+c
′δ′] ≤ Qn(yn|xn) ≤ 2−n[H(Y |X)−cδ−c
′δ′] for yn ∈ T nQ,δ(x
n).
2. Qn(T nQ,δ(x
n)|xn) = Pr{Y n ∈ T nQ,δ(x
n)|Xn = xn} ≥ 1− ǫ
3. (1− ǫ)2n[H(Y |X)−cδ−c
′δ′] ≤ |T nQ,δ(x
n)| ≤ 2n[H(Y |X)+cδ+c
′δ′].
4. If yn ∈ T nQ,δ(x
n), then (xn, yn) ∈ T npQ,(δ+δ′+δδ′) , and hence y
n ∈ T nq,(δ+δ′+δδ′).
5. Qn(T nq,δ+δ′+δδ′ |x
n) ≥ 1− ǫ.
for some constants c, c′ depending only on p and Q.
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